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Move-minimizing puzzles, diamond-colored modular and distributive lattices, and
poset models for Weyl group symmetric functions
Robert G. Donnelly1, Elizabeth A. Donovan2, Molly W. Dunkum3, and Timothy A. Schroeder4
Abstract
The move-minimizing puzzles presented here are certain types of one-player combinatorial
games that are shown to have explicit solutions whenever they can be encoded in a certain
way as diamond-colored modular and distributive lattices. Such lattices can also arise natu-
rally as models for certain algebraic objects, namely Weyl group symmetric functions and their
companion semisimple Lie algebra representations. The motivation for this paper is therefore
both diversional and algebraic: To show how some recreational move-minimizing puzzles can be
solved explicitly within an order-theoretic context and also to realize some such puzzles as com-
binatorial models for symmetric functions associated with certain fundamental representations
of the symplectic and odd orthogonal Lie algebras.
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1 Introduction
Imagine that a game board consists of a set of switches that can be in one of two states, say “ON”
or “OFF.” A switching puzzle on this particular board might ask a player to maneuver from one
ON/OFF arrangement of switches to another arrangement by changing the binary states of switches
(i.e. by “toggling” switches from OFF to ON or vice-versa) in some sequence chosen by the player;
most likely there will be a set of rules governing when a given switch can be toggled, the effects
such toggling will have on near-by switches, etc. Such challenges are popular in electronic games;
perhaps the most well-known such game is Lights Out by Tiger Electronics [W]. Some further
aspects of switching puzzles can be to decide whether it is even possible to maneuver from a given
arrangement to some other arrangement and, if so, what minimum number of moves is required.
For us, a move-minimizing puzzle is a combinatorial puzzle which consists of a set of objects
(say, the possible arrangements of switches on a board) and a set of legal moves (which allow the
player to transition from one object to another by, say, toggling switches), and which challenges
the player to maneuver from a given object to another given object (perhaps in a minimum number
of legal moves, if possible). It is natural to ask several questions concerning such a puzzle: (1)
Is it always possible to maneuver from any given object s to any other given object t using legal
moves? (2) If so, what is the minimum number of legal moves required to move from s to t, if
we are given a particular ordered pair of objects (s, t)? (Moreover, what is the maximum of all
these “move-minimizing numbers” when all possible ordered pairs of objects are considered?) (3)
If so, amongst all minimum-length sequences of moves from s to t, what is the minimum number
of times some particular move i is used? (4) If so, can a shortest sequence of legal moves from s to
t be explicitly prescribed in such a way that it also minimizes the number of times move i is used?
In our view, to answer these questions is to solve the given move-minimizing puzzle. Switching
puzzles, as described in the previous paragraph, can be move-minimizing puzzles.
In computer-science-oriented graph theory, such move-minimizing puzzles would be called “re-
configuration problems,” with our objects playing the role of configurations. Generally speaking,
reconfiguration problems consider the scenario of moving from one given (feasible) configuration to
another while maintaining feasibility of all intermediate configurations. For example, the challenge
of repairing a network without interrupting service is essentially a reconfiguration problem. For a
recent survey, see [N]. Some reconfiguration problems are called “combinatorial games” and require
two or more players (such as Checkers); some are called “combinatorial puzzles” (also known as
one-player combinatorial games, such as the well-known 15-puzzle, which is a sliding puzzle); and
some are “deterministic simulations” (or zero-player games, such as J. H. Conway’s Game of Life).
Much of the literature on such reconfiguration games is devoted to analysis of their (time and space)
complexity and related computational aspects, see for example [F], [HD], or [vdH]. All of the puz-
zles considered here are essentially All-Pairs Shortest Path problems as described for example
in [CLRS]. Therefore, in principle, each puzzle can be solved in polynomial time by, say, the Floyd-
(Ingerman-Roy-)Warshall algorithm. However, our purpose is to consider move-minimizing puzzles
associated with a special class of graphs – namely, order diagrams of finite modular and distributive
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lattices – in view of their distinctive order-theoretic features which afford explicit answers to our
move-minimizing questions; for us, complexity is not a primary motivator.
We now propose a switching puzzle. Let us fix an integer n > 1, and let B(n) be the set of all
binary sequences of length n. Given a binary sequence (s1, s2, . . . , sn−1, sn), a mixedmiddleswitch
move is the replacement of some sequence entry si with 1 − si subject to the following rules:
1 < i < n si can be switched to 1− si only if si−1 6= si+1 (hence our idiosyncratic compound word
“mixedmiddleswitch”); i = 1 s1 can be switched to 1− s1 only if s2 = 1; and i = n there are no
restrictions on switching sn to 1− sn. The Mixedmiddleswitch Puzzle on n switches is the move-
minimizing puzzle whose objects are the binary sequences of B(n) and whose legal moves are the
mixedmiddleswitch moves. At this point, we invite the reader to explore this puzzle for small values
of n. In particular we ask: In the Mixedmiddleswitch Puzzle on n = 5 switches, can one maneuver
from the binary sequence (0, 0, 0, 0, 0) to the binary sequence (0, 1, 0, 1, 0) using mixedmiddleswitch
moves, and, if so, what minimum number of mixedmiddleswitch moves is required?
This latter question is easily answered by applying Proposition 2.5 below. This result is a
consequence of our Theorem 2.2, which says generally how to solve those move-minimizing puzzles
whose underlying graphs are order diagrams for diamond-colored modular/distributive lattices. We
believe that our lattice-oriented approach to solving move-minimizing puzzles in this way is new and
might be of interest to enumerative/algebraic combinatorialists or perhaps even a general audience
readership. Our solution to the Mixedmiddleswitch Puzzle is afforded by a new viewpoint on a
classical family of diamond-colored distributive lattices, which we refer to as the “type B minuscule
lattices” because of their affiliation with the minuscule representations of the odd orthogonal Lie
algebras and the associated type B Weyl group symmetric functions. Although this particular
move-minimizing puzzle was discerned ex post facto, it nicely illustrates a perspective we believe to
be advantageous and indeed natural in the combinatorial study of certain Weyl group symmetric
functions associated with semisimple Lie algebra representations. Specifically, we present here
two closely related move-minimizing puzzles as combinatorial models for the symmetric functions
associated with the fundamental representations of the symplectic Lie algebras.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we present our lattice-theoretic approach to
solving certain move-minimizing puzzles and illustrate our perspective using the type B minuscule
lattices. In Section 3, we describe what it means to say a diamond-colored modular or distributive
lattice is a model for a Weyl group symmetric function. As an example, we will show directly
that the type B minuscule lattices are such models for the symmetric functions associated with the
minuscule representations of the odd orthogonal Lie algebras. In Section 4, we discuss how certain
combinatorial objects developed by mathematical physicist R. C. King lead R. A. Proctor to the
discovery of a move-minimizing puzzle whose underlying graphs we can now view as the diamond-
colored distributive lattices from a certain family of lattices that have been used elsewhere as models
for the symmetric functions associated with the fundamental representations of the symplectic Lie
algebras. We call Proctor’s move-minimizing puzzle the Domino Puzzle on Ballot Partitions, as
the moves of this puzzle consist mostly of the addition or removal of domino-shaped tiles from the
Ferrers diagrams of certain partitions. We also realize a second (known) such family of symplectic
fundamental lattices via a new move-minimizing puzzle we call the Domino Puzzle on Staircase
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Paritions. In [BDDS], similar move-minimizing puzzles are shown to afford models for the type
B symmetric functions associated with the fundamental representations of the odd orthogonal Lie
algebras. In Section 5, we present a new move-minimizing puzzle as a recreational challenge and
as a further illustration of our lattice-theoretic perspective.
2 Lattice-theoretic solutions to certain move-minimizing puzzles
The main result of this section, Theorem 2.2, formally states how certain move-minimizing puzzles
can be solved via diamond-colored modular or distributive lattices. To set up that result and clarify
our language/notation, we record some preliminary concepts. The central combinatorial structures
of this paper can ultimately be viewed as graphs. Generally speaking, any graph we work with will
be finite and directed, with no loops and at most one edge between any two vertices, i.e. simple
directed graphs. We will mainly work with partially ordered sets, thought of as directed graphs
when identified with their order diagrams. Most often, such a graph will either have its edges or its
vertices ‘colored’ by elements from some index set (usually a set of positive integers). Such coloring
provides crucial information when we view these structures within the algebraic contexts that
primarily motivate our interest. The conventions and notation we use concerning such structures
largely borrow from [D3], [ADLP], [ADLMPPW], and [Sta1].
Suppose R is a simple directed graph with vertex set Vertices(R) and directed edge set Edges(R).
If R is accompanied by a function edge colorR : Edges(R) −→ I (respectively vertex colorR :
Vertices(R) −→ I), then we say R is edge-colored (resp. vertex-colored) by the set I. A path from s to
t in R is a sequence P = (s = x0,x1, . . . ,xk = t) such that for 1 ≤ j ≤ k we have either xj−1
ij
→ xj
or xj
ij
→ xj−1, where (ij)
k
j=1 is a sequence of colors from I. Say P is simple if each vertex of the path
appears exactly once. This path has length k, written path length(P), and we allow paths to have
length 0. If s and t are within the same connected component of R, then the distance dist(s, t)
between s and t is the minimum length achieved when all paths from s to t in R are considered;
any minimum-length-achieving path is shortest. A simple path P in R is a mountain path from s
to t if for some j ∈ {0, 1, . . . , k} and u := xj we have s = x0 → x1 → · · · → u ← · · · ← xk = t
(with edge colors suppressed), in which case we call u the apex of the mountain path. Similarly,
the simple path P is a valley path from s to t if for some j ∈ {0, 1, . . . , k} and v := xj we have
s = x0 ← x1 ← · · · ← v→ · · · → xk = t (with edge colors suppressed), in which case we call v the
nadir of the valley path.
If “≤” is a partial ordering on the vertex set Vertices(R) and if R is the order diagram for this
poset, then we identify this partially ordered set with the graph R and call R an edge-colored (resp.
vertex-colored) poset. In such an edge-colored poset R, we write x
i
→ y for vertices x and y and
some color i ∈ I if and only if x → y is a covering relation and in R and edge colorR(x → y) = i.
In figures, when such an edge is depicted without an arrowhead, the implied direction is “up.” Our
poset R is topographically balanced if (1) whenever v→ s and v→ t for distinct s and t in R, then
there exists a unique u in R such that s → u and t → u, and (2) whenever s → u and t → u
for distinct s and t in R, then there exists a unique v in R such that v → s and v → t. A rank
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function on the poset R is a surjective function ρ : R −→ {0, . . . , l} (where l ≥ 0) with the property
that if s→ t in R, then ρ(s) + 1 = ρ(t). If such a rank function ρ exists, then R is a ranked poset
and l is the length of R with respect to ρ. We sometimes write LENGTH(R) for l, CARD(R) for
|R|, and RGF(R; q) for the rank-generating function
∑
x∈R q
ρ(x) in the variable q. We say R is rank
symmetric and rank unimodal if RGF(R; q) is a symmetric and unimodal polynomial.
In a lattice L, x ∨ y denotes the join (least upper bound) of elements x and y, and x ∧ y
denotes their meet (greatest lower bound). We use min(L) (respectively, max(L)) to denote its
unique minimal (resp. maximal) element. A lattice is modular if it satisfies either of the equivalent
conditions from the first sentence of the following proposition. This elementary result, which we
state here without proof (but see Proposition 1 of [D4]), has precursors in Section 3 of [HG] and
Section 3.3 of [Sta1]. This result applies to distributive lattices as well, since any distributive lattice
is also modular.
Proposition 2.1. A lattice L (possibly edge-colored) is topographically balanced if and only if L is
ranked with unique rank function ρ satisfying
2ρ(s ∨ t)− ρ(s)− ρ(t) = ρ(s) + ρ(t)− 2ρ(s ∧ t)
for all s, t ∈ L. Assume now that these equivalent conditions hold. Let l be the length of L with
respect to ρ, and let P be a shortest path in L from an element s to an element t. Then
dist(s, t) = path length(P) = 2ρ(s ∨ t)− ρ(s)− ρ(t) = ρ(s) + ρ(t)− 2ρ(s ∧ t).
In particular, any mountain path from s to t whose apex is s ∨ t is a shortest path from s to
t, as is any valley path from s to t whose nadir is s ∧ t. Moreover, we have dist(s, t) ≤ l and
dist(min(L),max(L)) = l.
When a modular or distributive lattice L has its order diagram edges colored by some set, we say
this lattice is diamond-colored if, whenever
r
r
r
r 
❅
❅
 k l
i j
is an edge-colored subgraph of the order diagram
for L, then i = l and j = k. Diamond-colored modular and distributive lattices are, to us, among the
most compellingly interesting poset models we have found for semisimple Lie algebra representations
and their associated Weyl group symmetric functions. Indeed, case-by-case investigations suggest
at least the possibility that every irreducible simple Lie algebra representation and associated ‘Weyl
bialternant’ possesses at least one diamond-colored modular (though not necessarily distributive)
lattice model.
In the arXived manuscript [D4], the first listed author of this paper has organized a collec-
tion of elementary but foundational results relating to diamond-colored modular and distributive
lattices in order to provide a browsable tutorial on the rudiments of this topic and to serve as a
convenient single-source reference for readers interested in the supporting details. Those results are
intuitive, are simple extensions of standard finite modular and distributive lattice concepts, and
have antecedents in the literature in work of Proctor, Stembridge, and Green, among others (see
e.g. [P2], [P3], [Ste2], [Ste1], [G], [D3], [ADLP], [ADLMPPW]).
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Each diamond-coloring of a finite distributive lattice is naturally correlated with a vertex-
coloring of its poset of join irreducibles, in the following way. Suppose L is a distributive lattice of
order ideals taken from a vertex-colored poset P . Any covering relation (i.e. directed edge) x→ y
in the order diagram of L has color i and is written x
i
→ y if and only if the set difference y \ x of
ideals x and y from P with x ⊂ y is a singleton {v} where vertex v ∈ P is maximal element of y
and has color i. In this case, we write L = Jcolor(P ); it is easy to see that L is diamond-colored.
On the other hand, starting with a diamond-colored distributive lattice L, assign color i to a join
irreducible element v of L if and only if u
i
→ v when u is the unique element in L covered by v. The
induced-order subposet P of L consisting of join irreducible elements of L is thusly vertex-colored,
and we write P = jcolor(L). It is evident that P ∼= jcolor(Jcolor(P )). One can see that L must be
diamond-colored in order to have L ∼= Jcolor(jcolor(L)).
As observed in Section 1, a combinatorial puzzle of minimizing moves between objects coincides
with analyzing shortest paths between nodes in some kind of edge-colored directed graph. We make
this more precise as follows. Let G be a finite simple directed graph with edges colored by some finite
index set I. The vertices of G are to be regarded as objects while the directed and colored edges
of G are to be considered moves. (We use the adjective “legal,” as in “legal move,” to emphasize
that a given move is allowed within the context of the given puzzle.) The challenges posed in the
following four questions constitute the move-minimizing puzzle on G, and we call G itself the puzzle
digraph of objects and moves (puzzle digraph for short) associated with the move-minimizing puzzle.
(1) Is there a path in G from any given object s to any other given object t?
(2) If the answer to question (1) is “YES”, then what is an explicit formula for the distance from
s to t for a given ordered pair of objects (s, t)? (Moreover, what is the maximum length
amongst all possible shortest paths in G?)
(3) If the answer to question (1) is “YES”, then for any given color i ∈ I, what is an explicit
formula for the minimum number of color i edges amongst all shortest paths from s to t?
(4) If the answer to question (1) is “YES”, then for any given color i ∈ I, can a shortest path
from s to t that minimizes the number of color i edges be explicitly prescribed in terms of s
and t?
For us, to solve this move-minimizing puzzle is to answer these four questions5.
Notice that if we are not interested in using colors to distinguish between moves, then we may
simply look at the uncolored directed graph, in which case question (3) coincides with question (2)
while question (4) may be rephrased simply as “If the answer to question (1) is ‘YES’, then can
a shortest path from s to t be explicitly prescribed in terms of the objects s and t?” Therefore,
answers to our four move-minimizing questions within the context of colored moves will also serve
as answers to the “uncolored” versions of these questions.
We understand that the meaning of the term “explicit” in questions (2), (3), and (4) is open to
interpretation and would depend upon (for example) how explicit is the combinatorial description
5Of course, someone analyzing a move-minimizing puzzle digraph might wish to add other move-minimizing
questions to the list, such as “What is the total number of shortest paths between any two given objects?”
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of the objects and moves in question. The following theorem connects move-minimizing puzzles
and diamond-colored modular and distributive lattices and indicates the level of explicitness we
aim to achieve in answers to questions (2), (3), and (4). This result follows directly from some
simple propositions appearing in [D4].
Theorem 2.2. Suppose a move-minimizing puzzle digraph G is the order diagram for some diamond-
colored modular lattice L whose rank function is ρ and whose length is l. Let s, t ∈ G. If L is
distributive, then let P := jcolor(L) be the vertex-colored poset of join irreducibles affiliated with L
and identify s and t as order ideals from P , so in particular s and t are subsets of P . Then:
1. There exists a path in G from s to t.
2. The distance from s to t is dist(s, t) = 2ρ(s ∨ t) − ρ(s) − ρ(t) = ρ(s) + ρ(t) − 2ρ(s ∧ t).
Indeed, dist(s, t) ≤ l, and if the pair (s, t) ∈ G×G corresponds to (min(L),max(L)) ∈ L×L
then dist(s, t) = l. If L is distributive, then the quantities here may be determined as follows:
ρ(s) = |s|, ρ(t) = |t|, ρ(s ∨ t) = |s ∪ t|, and ρ(s ∧ t) = |s ∩ t|.
3. For any given i ∈ I, any two shortest paths from s to t have the same number of color i edges.
If L is distributive, then this number is the number of color i vertices in the set (s ∪ t) \ s
plus the number of color i vertices in the set (s ∪ t) \ t, or equivalently the number of color i
vertices in s \ (s ∩ t) plus the number of color i vertices in t \ (s ∩ t).
4. Suppose now that L is distributive. Let ℓ1 := |s∪t|−|s| and ℓ2 := |s∪t|−|t|. Let x0 := s. For
1 ≤ j ≤ ℓ1, let u be any minimal element of the set (s∪t)\xj−1 and declare xj := xj−1∪{u}.
Let xℓ1+ℓ2 := t. For 1 ≤ j ≤ ℓ2, let u be any minimal element of the set (s ∪ t) \ xℓ1+j and
declare xℓ1+j−1 := xℓ1+j ∪ {u}. Then for 0 ≤ j ≤ ℓ1 + ℓ2, xj is an order ideal from P , and
(x0,x1, . . . ,xℓ1+ℓ2) is a shortest path from s to t with xℓ1 = s∪ t. Similarly obtain a shortest
path (s = y0,y1, . . . ,yk1+k2 = t) from s to t with yk1 = s ∩ t, where k1 = |s| − |s ∩ t| and
k2 = |t| − |s ∩ t|.
Proof. The claims follow from Proposition 2.1 above and Propositions 3 and 4 of [D4].
Next we record some remarks relating to Theorem 2.2 and offer comments to clarify some of
our notation. After that, we apply Theorem 2.2 to solve the Mixedmiddleswitch Puzzle.
Remarks 2.3. (1) The phrase “God’s algorithm” is sometimes used in connection with move-
minimizing puzzles modelled using Cayley graphs of related groups, perhaps most famously
in connection with Rubik’s Cube (see for example [J]). This phrase refers to an algorithm
that minimizes the number of moves between two configurations of the puzzle, and “God’s
number” is the the largest of all such move-minimizing numbers. In a similar sense, then,
the preceding theorem determines God’s number and God’s algorithm for a move-minimizing
puzzle between two specified objects whenever the puzzle digraph G is the order diagram for a
diamond-colored distributive lattice L. Specifically, part (2) of Theorem 2.2 says that God’s
number is the length of L, and part (4) of Theorem 2.2 prescribes God’s algorithm.
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(2) For modular lattices, we believe the results of the preceding theorem can be sharpened using
Markowsky’s theory of a poset of irreducibles for general lattices, see for example [M].
(3) At first glance, it may seem unlikely that any interesting puzzles could be modeled us-
ing diamond-colored modular/distributive lattices. Herein, we will showcase some move-
minimizing puzzles that we believe serve as nice illustrations of this approach. Furthermore,
we will explore some of the many enumerative and algebraic contexts within which our move-
minimizing puzzle digraphs seem naturally to occur.
(4) Theorem 2.2 suggests a method for designing move-minimizing puzzles. Starting with a
vertex-colored poset (or family of posets, if a puzzle is to be developed in a more generic
way), one can try to devise an alternative coordinatization of the order ideals in such a way
that the covering relations between order ideals in the associated diamond-colored distributive
lattice have interesting, curious, and/or diversional descriptions in terms of these alternative
coordinates. The move-minimizing puzzle one thusly obtains would use these alternative
coordinates for order ideals as the set of objects and use some version of the (colored) covering
relations as the set of moves.
A note on notation: The names of the bijections presented in this paper are given in a script-style
font (\mathscr{·} in LaTeX), viz. B in the context of the Mixedmiddleswitch Puzzle; K , S , and L
for our Domino Puzzle; and M for our recreational example in Section 5. A typographical variation
of “x” is used as the input variable for these functions (e.g. x for set-like coordinates, x for a binary
sequence, x for a partition, X for a columnar tableau, etc), and similar variations on “y” denote
function output. Similar typographical variations of “s” and “t” are used to denote generic lattice
elements in various coordinatizations. A calligraphic-style font (\mathcal{·} in LaTeX) together
with integer indices n and k is used to denote sets of objects in various coordinates, viz. Z(n) and
B(n) in the context of the Mixedmiddleswitch Puzzle; K(k, 2n− k), S(k, 2n− k), and L(k, 2n− k)
for our Domino Puzzle in Section 4; and M(n) and C(n) for our recreational puzzle in Section 5.
To solve the Mixedmiddleswitch Puzzle on n switches that was proposed in Section 1, we
require an explicit description of an isomorphism between the puzzle digraph and a diamond-
colored modular or distributive lattice. Fix an integer n > 1. The objects comprising the vertex set
of our puzzle digraph B(n) are the binary sequences of length n. We will codify the legal moves of
the Mixedmiddleswitch Puzzle by creating the following colored and directed edges between binary
sequences: For 1 ≤ i ≤ n we write (s1, s2, . . . , sn)
i
→ (t1, t2, . . . , tn) if and only if sj = tj for each
index j 6= i and exactly one of the following holds: 1 < i < n, (si−1, si, si+1) = (0, 0, 1), and
(ti−1, ti, ti+1) = (0, 1, 1); 1 < i < n, (si−1, si, si+1) = (1, 1, 0), and (ti−1, ti, ti+1) = (1, 0, 0); i = 1,
(s1, s2) = (0, 1), and (t1, t2) = (1, 1); i = n, (sn−1, sn) = (0, 0), and (tn−1, tn) = (0, 1); or i = n,
(sn−1, sn) = (1, 1), and (tn−1, tn) = (1, 0).
Our strategy for solving the Mixedmiddleswitch Puzzle is to find a diamond-colored distributive
lattice that is isomorphic to the puzzle diagraph B(n). The diamond-colored distributive lattice
that effects this solution is the so-called minuscule lattice associated with the type Bn root system /
complex simple Lie algebra / Weyl group. We will have more to say about these algebraic contexts
in the next section. For now, we simply describe the diamond-colored distributive lattice as a
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natural partial ordering of certain n-tuples that correspond to the subsets of {1, 2, . . . , n}. For a
lively and informative discussion of the role these distributive lattices played in solving an Erdo˝s
problem, see R. A. Proctor’s article [P1].
Let Z(n) be the set{
integer sequences
s = (s1,s2, . . . ,sn)
n ≥ s1 ≥ · · · ≥ sn ≥ 0 where
si > si+1 if i+ 1 ≤ n and si 6= 0
}
,
partially ordered by component-wise comparison, i.e. s = (s1,s2, . . . ,sn) ≤ (t1,t2, . . . ,tn) = t
for s,t ∈ Z(n) if and only if si ≤ ti for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n. One can see that t covers s in Z(n) if
and only if there is some k such that tk = sk + 1 but tj = sj for all indices j 6= k, in which case
we give the order diagram edge that corresponds to this covering relation the color i := n+1−tk
and write s
i
−→ t. It is easy to check that the resulting edge-colored poset is a diamond-colored
distributive lattice. We refer to the n-tuples of Z(n) as zero-cushioned [1, n]-subsets. See Figure 1
for a depiction of B(n) and Z(n) when n = 5.
We now describe an isomorphism B : Z(n) −→ B(n). The following notation will be helpful:
For integers a and b, the integer interval [a, b] is the empty set if a > b and otherwise it is the set
{a, a+1, . . . , b−1, b} consisting of all integers between a and b inclusive. Let x = (x1,x2, . . . ,xn)
be an element of Z(n). For purposes of the next computation, let x0 := n and xn+1 := 0.
Informally, the binary sequence y = B(x) will alternate between strings of 0’s and strings of
1’s in order to represent nonconsecutive entries of x. More precisely, define a sequence of sets
I(x) := (I0,I1, . . . ,In) by the rule Ii := [n+1−xi, n−xi+1] for each i ∈ {0, 1, . . . , n}. So Ii is a
sequence of consecutive integers (to be thought of as indices) and is empty if n+1−xi > n−xi+1.
Note that Ii1 ∩ Ii2 = ∅ if i1 6= i2 and that ∪
n
i=0 Ii = {1, 2, . . . , n}. For each j ∈ {1, . . . , n}, set
yj := i (mod 2) if j ∈ Ii. Let y = (y1, y2, . . . , yn), and declare that B(x) := y. We reverse this
process by defining a function B′ : B(n) −→ Z(n) as follows. Let y = (y1, . . . , yn) ∈ B(n), and set
y0 := 0 and yn+1 := 0. Define the set
change(y) :=
{
j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n} yj−1 6= yj
}
,
which is the set of indices where the binary sequence y changes from 0 to 1 (or vice-versa) as
we read from left to right. Let k := |change(y)|, and write the elements j1, . . . jk of change(y) in
sequence so that 1 ≤ j1 < j2 < · · · < jk ≤ n. (Of course, this sequence is empty if k = 0.) For each
i ∈ {1, . . . , n}, define
xi :=
{
n+ 1− ji if 1 ≤ i ≤ k
0 if k + 1 ≤ i ≤ n
and let x := (x1,x2, . . . ,xn). Set B
′(y) := x. The following additional construction will be
useful in understanding B′ as the inverse of B. We set j0 := 1 and jk+1 := n + 1. Now define a
sequence of sets J (y) := (J0,J1, . . . ,Jn) by the rule
Ji :=
{
[ji, ji+1 − 1] if 0 ≤ i ≤ k
∅ if k + 1 ≤ i ≤ n
9
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Z(5) ∼= B(5)
Figure 1: The diamond-colored distributive lattice Z(n) ∼= B(n) with n = 5. At each vertex, the top
coordinates are for the associated the zero-cushioned [1, 5]-subset; underneath the zero-cushioned
[1, 5]-subset is the associated mixedmiddleswitch binary sequence.
Note that Ji1 ∩ Ji2 = ∅ if i1 6= i2 and that ∪
n
i=0 Ji = {1, 2, . . . , n}. Observe now that I(x) =
J (B(x)) and that J (y) = I(B′(y)). It follows that B′ = B−1.
Proposition 2.4. The above set mapping B is an isomorphism of edge-colored directed graphs,
so we have Z(n) ∼= B(n). In particular, each of these diamond-colored distributive lattices has 2n
elements and length
(n
2
)
.
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Proof. The latter claims about the order and length of Z(n) are routine, so we only need to prove
that B is an isomorphism. We have already seen that B is a bijection whose inverse is B−1 = B′.
It only remains to be checked that B and B−1 are edge- and edge-color-preserving.
So suppose s = (s1,s2, . . . ,sn) and t = (t1,t2, . . . ,tn) are in Z(n) with s
i
→ t. Then
for some p ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n}, we have tp = sp + 1 while tq = sq when q 6= p, in which case
i = n+ 1−tp = n− sp.
First, consider the case that i = 1. Note that p = 1 with t1 = n and s1 = n − 1. Moreover
t2 = s2 < n− 1 = s1. In particular, the latter inequality implies that n−t2 = n−s2 ≥ 2. Thus,
we have
I0(t) = ∅ and I1(t) = [1, n −t2]
while
I0(s) = [1, 1] and I1(s) = [2, n − s2].
Then the 1st and 2nd coordinates of B(t) are (1, 1), and coordinates in the same positions of B(s)
are (0, 1). Otherwise, the coordinates of B(s) and B(t) agree. Therefore B(s)
1
→ B(t) in B(n).
Second, consider the case that i = n. Since i = n + 1 − tp = n − sp, we have tp = 1 and
sp = 0. Moreover, sp−1 = tp−1 ≥ 2, so n+ 1− sp−1 = n+ 1−tp−1 ≤ n− 1. Observe that
Ip−1(t) = [n+ 1−tp−1, n − 1] and Ip(t) = [n, n]
while
Ip−1(s) = [n+ 1− sp−1, n] and Ip(s) = ∅.
Then the (n − 1)st and nth coordinates of B(t) are (0, 1) (if p is odd) and (1, 0) (if p is even),
and coordinates in the same positions of B(s) are (0, 0) when p is odd and (1, 1) when p is even.
Otherwise, the coordinates of B(s) and B(t) agree. Therefore B(s)
n
→ B(t) in B(n).
Third (and last), consider the case that 1 < i < n. The (p − 1)st and pth integer intervals of
I(t) and I(s) are respectively
Ip−1(t) = [n+ 1−tp−1, n −tp] and Ip(t) = [n+ 1−tp, n −tp+1]
with
Ip−1(s) = [n+ 1− sp−1, n− sp] and Ip(s) = [n+ 1− sp, n − sp+1].
Since i = n+1−tp = n−sp, then i−1 = n−tp = n−1−sp and i+1 = n+2−tp = n+1−sp.
Also, n+ 1− tp−1 = n+ 1− sp−1 ≤ i− 1 and n − sp+1 = n −tp+1 ≥ i + 1. Let us think of the
preceding integer intervals as
Ip−1(t) = [“≤ i− 1”, i− 1] and Ip(t) = [i, “≥ i+ 1”]
with
Ip−1(s) = [“≤ i− 1”, i] and Ip(s) = [i+ 1, “≥ i+ 1”].
When p is even, the (i− 1)st, ith, and (i+1)st coordinates of B(t) are (1, 0, 0) and coordinates in
the same positions of B(s) are (1, 1, 0); when p is odd, coordinates in these positions are (0, 1, 1)
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for B(t) and(0, 0, 1) for B(s). Otherwise, the coordinates of B(s) and B(t) agree. Therefore
B(s)
i
→ B(t) in B(n).
Thus B preserves edges and edge colors. Similar reasoning can be used see that B−1 also
preserves edges and edge colors.
In view of Proposition 2.4, Theorem 2.2 applies to the Mixedmiddleswitch Puzzle. A complete
solution to the puzzle would utilize jcolor(Z(n)) to express shortest paths between objects of B(n) as
sequences of elements from jcolor(Z(n)). This latter vertex-colored poset is well-known as the type
Bn minuscule poset, cf. [P2]. The next result offers a partial solution to the Mixedmiddleswitch
Puzzle by explicitly addressing move-minimizing puzzle questions (1) and (2).
Proposition 2.5. Let s and t be objects in B(n), thought of as the starting and terminating
objects for Mixedmiddleswitch Puzzle play, and let s = (s1,s2, . . . ,sn) := B
−1(s) and t =
(t1,t2, . . . ,tn) := B
−1(t) be their preimages in Z(n) under the edge-colored digraph isomorphism
B. Let ρ
Z
be the rank function for Z(n). Then:
(1) We have ρ
Z
(s) =
∑
si and ρZ (t) =
∑
ti. Also, s ∨t = (max(si,ti))i=1,...,n and s ∧t =
(min(si,ti))i=1,...,n. That is, the join and meet of s and t are just the component-wise max
and component-wise min, respectively.
(2) We have dist(s, t) = 2ρ
Z
(B−1(s) ∨B−1(t))− ρ
Z
(B−1(s))− ρ
Z
(B−1(t))
= ρ
Z
(B−1(s)) + ρ
Z
(B−1(t))− 2ρ
Z
(B−1(s) ∧B−1(t)) ≤
(
n
2
)
.
In particular, the preceding calculation of dist(s, t) explicitly solves questions (1) and (2) for the
Mixedmiddleswitch puzzle.
Proof. Part (1) follows easily from Proposition 10 of [D4]. The relations of part (2) follow from
Theorem 2.2 in view of the fact that the puzzle digraph B(n) is isomorphic to the distributive
lattice Z(n), see Proposition 2.4.
So, for the question posed in Section 1, the minimum number of mixedmiddleswitch moves
needed to maneuver from s := (0, 0, 0, 0, 0) to t := (0, 1, 0, 1, 0) is the same as the distance from s =
(0, 0, 0, 0, 0) to t = (4, 3, 2, 1, 0) in Z(5). Since s =min(Z(5)) and ρ
Z
(t) = 10, then dist(s,t) =
10, so the minimum number of mixedmiddleswitch moves from (0, 0, 0, 0, 0) to (0, 1, 0, 1, 0) is 10.
3 A brief on poset models for Weyl group symmetric functions
This section is an abbreviated backgrounder onWeyl group symmetric functions and related objects,
to provide context for the next section. (For more details, see particularly Sections 2, 3, and 4 of
[D5].) A thorough knowledge of these areas is not required to understand the remaining results of
this paper, as the following main take-away ideas should suffice:
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Weyl group symmetric functions are generalizations of classical symmetric functions, and what we call
‘Weyl bialternants’ play the role of Schur functions. Schur functions have various combinatorial realiza-
tions (for example, as sums of monomials over certain sets of tableaux). A fundamental combinatorial
problem is to find similar realizations of Weyl bialternants. Weyl bialternants are associated with the
irreducible representations of semisimple Lie algebras in much the same way as Schur functions are
associated with the irreducible representations of the special linear Lie algebras. This Lie algebraic con-
nection can be advantageous in finding combinatorial models for Weyl bialternants and (more generally)
Weyl group symmetric functions.
In order to set our notation / language and amplify the notions just mentioned, the remainder of
this section will articulate key definitions and foundational results.
We take as our starting point a finite root system Φ in an n-dimensional Euclidean space E
endowed with inner product 〈·, ·〉 and basis of simple roots {αi}i∈I where I is an index set (usually
I = {1, 2, . . . , n}) and n = |I| is the rank of Φ. The related objects — coroots α∨ := 1〈α,α〉α;
Cartan matrix AΦ := (aij)i,j∈I with aij := 〈αi, α
∨
j 〉; sets of positive and negative roots Φ
+ and Φ−
respectively; fundamental weights {ωi} dual to the simple coroots {α
∨
j } via the relations 〈ωi, α
∨
j 〉 =
δij ; the lattice of weights Λ := {µ =
∑
i∈I miωi |mi ∈ Z} partially ordered by the rule µ ≤ ν
if and only if ν − µ =
∑
i∈I kiαi for some nonnegative integers ki and with “colored” covering
relations given by µ
i
→ ν if and only if ν − µ = αi; dominant weights Λ
+ = {µ =
∑
i∈I miωi |mi ∈
Z with mi ≥ 0}; finite Weyl group W = W (Φ) with generators {si}i∈I and relations (sisj)
mij = ε
where mij = k ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4, 6} with k as the smallest positive integer such that aijaji = 4cos
2(π/k);
action of W on Λ given by si.µ = µ− 〈µ, α
∨
i 〉αi for each i ∈ I and each µ ∈ Λ; the weight diagram
Π(λ) := {µ ∈ Λ |µ = w.ν for some w ∈ W and ν ∈ Λ + with ν ≤ λ} when λ ∈ Λ+, with partial
order induced by Λ and covering relations µ
i
→ ν with color i indicating ν−µ = αi; special elements
̺ :=
∑
ωi =
1
2
∑
α∈Φ+ α and ̺
∨ = 12
∑
α∈Φ+ α
∨; etc — are obtained as usual. At times, we use “Φ”
as a superscript/subscript/prefix/addend in order to clarify that some object is associated with
this particular root system; for example, we might denote a fundamental weight as ωΦi . Irreducible
finite root systems are classified by the finite-type Dynkin diagrams, see §4 of [Hum]. We use the
notation Xn (where X ∈ {A,B,C,D,E,F,G}) to refer to the irreducible root system of type X and
rank n as constructed in §4 of [Hum]. (Our convention here is that the Cn series begins with C2,
despite the redundancy with the Bn series.)
The group ring Z[Λ] has as a Z-basis the formal exponentials {eµ}µ∈Λ. The Weyl group W acts
on Z[Λ] via si.e
µ := esi.µ. From here on, we identify each eωi as the indeterminate zi. Then for
µ =
∑
miωi ∈ Λ, the quantity e
µ = em1ω1+m2ω2+···+mnωn is the monomial zµ := zm11 z
m2
2 · · ·z
mn
n .
That is, each χ ∈ Z[Λ] is a Laurent polynomial in the variables z1, z2, . . . , zn. The ring of Weyl
symmetric functions Z[Λ]W is the subring of W -invariants in Z[Λ]. Each χ ∈ Z[Λ]W is a Weyl
symmetric function. The subgroup of W -alternants Z[Λ]alt consists of those group ring elements ϕ
for which σ.ϕ = det(σ)ϕ for all Weyl group elements σ. Define a mapping A : Z[Λ] −→ Z[Λ]alt by
the rule A(ϕ) :=
∑
σ∈W det(σ)σ.ϕ. The Weyl denominator is the alternant A(e
̺), which factors as
A(e̺) = e̺
( ∏
α∈Φ+
(1− e−α)
)
=
∏
α∈Φ+
(eα/2 − e−α/2) = e−̺
( ∏
α∈Φ+
(eα − 1)
)
.
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The following is a sort of fundamental theorem for Weyl symmetric functions: For any dominant
weight λ, there exists a unique χΦ
λ
∈ Z[Λ] for which A(e̺)χΦ
λ
= A(eλ+̺), and in fact the χΦ
λ
’s
comprise a Z-basis for Z[Λ]W . We call each χΦ
λ
a Φ-Weyl bialternant (or simply a Weyl bialternant
when the context is clear), and for any µ ∈ Λ the coefficient of zµ in χΦ
λ
is nonzero (and in fact a
positive integer) if and only if µ ∈ Π(λ). With respect to a fixed numbering of the simple roots,
the kth fundamental Φ-Weyl bialternant is χΦωk .
Associate to the root system Φ with its given choice of simple roots the rank n complex semisim-
ple Lie algebra g = g(Φ) with Chevalley generators {xi,yi,hi}i∈I satisfying the Serre relations (cf.
§18 of [Hum]). Any finite-dimensional g-module V decomposes as a direct sum of vector spaces
V =
⊕
µ∈Λ
Vµ,
where Vµ = {v ∈ V |hi.v = 〈µ, α
∨
i 〉v for all i ∈ I} is the µ-weight space for V whose elements
are µ-weight vectors. A weight basis is any basis for V that respects this decomposition. The set
M := {v ∈ V |xi.v = 0 for all i ∈ I} of maximal vectors in V is nonempty and consists only of
weight vectors whose weights are dominant. Moreover, V is an irreducible g-module if and only if
M contains a unique (up to scalar multiplication) nonzero maximal vector v; the dominant weight
λ of v is the “highest weight” of V . For any given λ ∈ Λ+, we denote by V (λ) the irreducible Verma
g-module that is constructed canonically from a nonzero maximal vector of weight λ. Perhaps the
fundamental theorem of finite-dimensional semisimple Lie algebra representation theory is that
there is a unique multiset {λ1, . . . , λp} of dominant weights such that
V ∼= V (λ1)⊕ · · · ⊕ V (λp)
(a unique decomposition of V as a direct sum of irreducible g-modules) and such that the character
of V is satisfies
char(V ) :=
∑
µ∈Λ
(dimVµ)z
µ =
p∑
i=1
χ
λi
.
The latter identity is called the Weyl character formula.
A supporting graph for a (weight basis of a) semisimple Lie algebra representation is a kind of
combinatorial model for the representation. Such an edge-colored directed graph – in fact it must
be a ranked poset – is obtained as follows. Suppose a set R indexes a weight basis {vx}x∈R of
a representation V of g(Φ). The associated supporting graph, also denoted by R, has vertex set
Vertices(R) := R and edge set Edges(R) of directed edges colored by the set I as follows: Form a
colored and directed edge s
i
→ t if and only if ct 6= 0 when we write xi.vs =
∑
y∈R cyvy or ds 6= 0
when yi.vt =
∑
x∈R cxvx. The weight of a weight basis vector vt is the integer linear combination
vector wt(vt) =
∑
i∈I miωi, where hi.vt = mivt.
A splitting set for a Weyl symmetric function χ (or its associated g-module V ) is a set R together
with a weight-assigning function weight : R −→ Λ such that∑
x∈R
z
weight(x) = char(V ) = χ,
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which is to say that
dimVµ = coefficient of z
µ in χ = {x ∈ R |weight(x) = µ}
for each µ ∈ Λ. A classical problem in combinatorial representation theory is to find combinatorially
interesting splitting sets for families of g-modules or of their associated Weyl symmetric functions.
Splitting sets can have additional structure that is informative and advantageous. Suppose now
that R is a ranked poset whose edges are colored by our set I of indices for our chosen set of simple
roots for a given finite root system Φ. For any x ∈ R and i ∈ I, define ρi(x) to be the rank of
x within its i-component of R, li(x) to be the length of this i-component with respect to ρi, and
δi(x) := li(x) − ρi(x) to be the depth of x within its i-component. Let the combinatorial weight
function poset wt : R −→ Λ be given by poset wt(x) :=
∑
i∈I(ρi(x) − δi(x))ωi. Define the weight-
generating function of R to be WGF(R; z) :=
∑
x∈R z
poset wt(x). We say that R is Φ-structured 6 (or
Xn-structured if Φ is rank n and irreducible of some type X ∈ {A,B,C,D,E,F,G}) if
poset wt(s) + αi = poset wt(t) whenever s
i
→ t is an edge in R.
This Φ-structured poset R is a splitting poset for a Φ-symmetric function χ or its associated g(Φ)-
module V if
WGF(R; z) = χ.
As an example, if R is the supporting graph for some weight basis {vx}x∈R of the gΦ-module
V , then R is a splitting poset for V , and in fact poset wt(x) = vector wt(vx) for each x ∈ R.
Also, if V is irreducible with highest weight λ, so that χ is the Weyl bialternant χΦλ , then R is
necessarily connected. A connected splitting poset for a Weyl bialternant has (at least) the following
noteworthy combinatorial features, cf. Proposition 4.7 of [D5].
Proposition 3.1. Let Xn be an irreducible rank n root system, where X is one of {A,B,C,D,E,F,G}.
Let λ be dominant in Λ, and suppose R is a connected splitting poset for χXnλ , so in particular
WGF(R; z) = χXnλ . Then R has a unique rank function. Moreover, R is rank symmetric and rank
unimodal, and its rank generating function is a polynomial of degree 2〈λ, ̺∨〉 that can be written as
a quotient of products as follows, where the quantities 〈λ+ ̺, α∨〉 and 〈̺, α∨〉 are positive integers
for each α ∈ Φ+:
RGF(R; q) =
∏
α∈Φ+
(
1− q〈λ+̺,α
∨〉
)
∏
α∈Φ+
(
1− q〈̺,α
∨〉
) .
6Some of the motivation for considering this structure property are as follows: This property is automatically
present within some closely related poset environments that model semisimple Lie algebra representations and their
associated Weyl group symmetric functions (e.g. crystal graphs and supporting graphs have this property); this
property effects and simplifies many arguments; and this property naturally encodes the Weyl group action on
weight-generating function monomials associated with poset elements.
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We therefore obtain the following formulas for CARD(R) and LENGTH(R):
CARD(R) =
∏
α∈Φ+
〈λ+ ̺, α∨〉∏
α∈Φ+
〈̺, α∨〉
and LENGTH(R) =
∑
α∈Φ+
〈λ+ ̺, α∨〉 = 2〈λ, ̺∨〉.
The following well-known and easy-to-obtain data concretizes the preceding identities for the
Weyl bialternants considered in this paper, see Proposition B.23 of [D5].
Proposition 3.2. Type Bn Let n ≥ 2 be an integer, and let R be a connected splitting poset for
χBnωn. Then R is rank symmetric and rank unimodal. Moreover,
RGF(R; q) =
n∏
i=1
(1 + qi), CARD(R) = 2n, and LENGTH(R) = n(n+ 1)/2.
Type Cn For integers k and n with 1 ≤ k ≤ n, let R be a connected splitting poset for χ
Cn
ωk
. Then
R is rank symmetric and rank unimodal. Moreover,
RGF(R; q) =
1−q2n+2−2k
1−q2n+2−k
(
2n + 1
k
)
q
,CARD(R) =
2n+2−2k
2n+2−k
(
2n+ 1
k
)
, andLENGTH(R) = k(2n − k).
As an example, we consider the Bn minuscule lattice, realized here as the edge-colored distribu-
tive lattice Z(n) of zero-cushioned subsets of {1, 2, . . . , n}. We draw on the notions presented in
this section to re-derive the following result from [P2], which is stated here for the first time in the
language of splitting posets:
Proposition 3.3. Let n ≥ 2 be an integer. Then Z(n) is a diamond-colored splitting distributive
lattice for χBnωn , and thus Z(n) is rank symmetric and rank unimodal with RGF(Z(n); q) =
n∏
i=1
(1+qi).
Therefore the Mixedmiddleswitch puzzle diagraph B(n) is the order diagram for a diamond-colored
splitting distributive lattice for χBnωn.
Proof. It suffices to show that Z(n) is Bn-structured and that WGF(Z(n); z) = χ
Bn
ωn , as the remain-
ing claims follow from Theorem 2.2 and the Bn part of Proposition 3.2. In this proof, we suppress
the “Bn” superscript for the fundamental weights ωi.
Now, Z(2) is the four-element chain whose vertex weights are as indicated in Figure 2. Of
course, α1 = 2ω1 − 2ω2 and α2 = −ω1 + 2ω2. Inspection of the figure reveals that poset wt(t) −
poset wt(s) = αi whenever s
i
→ t is an edge in Z(2). So, Z(2) is B2-structured.
Now assume n ≥ 3. We have α1 = 2ω1−ω2, α2 = −ω1+2ω2−ω3, . . ., αi = −ωi−1+2ωi−ωi+1
(for 1 < i < n − 1), . . ., αn−1 = −ωn−2 + 2ωn−1 − 2ωn, αn = −ωn−1 + 2ωn. For any x ∈ Z(n)
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Figure 2: Z(2) with its given vertex weights and edge colors.
and j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n}, let #j(x) ∈ {0, 1} denote the number of occurrences of j in x. By analyzing
ρi(x)− δi(x) for each i ∈ I, one can see that
poset wt(x) =
n−1∑
i=1
(
#n+1−i(x)−#n−i(x)
)
ωi +
(
(−1)1−#1(x)
)
ωn.
Now suppose s
i
→ t is an edge in Z(n), so for some p ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n} we have sp+1 = tp = n+1−i
while for all q 6= p in {1, 2, . . . , n} we have sq = tq. If i = 1, then
poset wt(t)− poset wt(s) =
(
#n(t)−#n−1(t)−#n(s) + #n−1(s)
)
ω1
+
(
#n−1(t)−#n−2(t)−#n−1(s) + #n−2(s)
)
ω2
= 2ω1 − ω2 = α1.
If 1 < i < n− 1, then
poset wt(t)− poset wt(s) =
(
#n+2−i(t)−#n+1−i(t)−#n+2−i(s) + #n+1−i(s)
)
ωi−1
+
(
#n+1−i(t)−#n−i(t)−#n+1−i(s) + #n−i(s)
)
ωi
+
(
#n−i(t)−#n−1−i(t)−#n−1−i(s) + #n−i(s)
)
ωi+1
= −ωi−1 + 2ωi − ωi+1 = αi.
If i = n− 1, then
poset wt(t)− poset wt(s) =
(
#3(t)−#2(t)−#3(s) + #2(s)
)
ωn−2
+
(
#2(t)−#1(t)−#1(s) + #2(s)
)
ωn−1
+
(
(−1)1−#1(t) − (−1)1−#1(s)
)
ωn
= −ωn−2 + 2ωn−1 − 2ωn = αn−1.
If i = n, then
poset wt(t)− poset wt(s) =
(
#2(t)−#1(t)−#2(s) + #1(s)
)
ωn−1
+
(
(−1)1−#1(t) − (−1)1−#1(s)
)
ωn
= −ωn−1 + 2ωn = αn.
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Based on this analysis of cases, we conclude that Z(n) is Bn-structured.
Now we begin our argument that WGF(Z(n); z) = χBnωn , which we will demonstrate in three
steps. First, we note that for s and t in Z(n), if poset wt(s) = poset wt(t) then s = t. To see
this, note that if poset wt(s) = poset wt(t), then in particular, (−1)1−#1(s)ωn = (−1)
1−#1(t)ωn,
so #1(s) = #1(t). Similarly, one can see in turn that #2(s) = #2(t), #3(s) = #3(t), . . .,
#n(s) = #n(t). Since each of #j(s) and #j(t) are binary (either ‘0’ or ‘1’), it follows that
s = t.
Second, we consider the generalized weight diagram Π(Z(n)) := {poset wt(x) |x ∈ Z(n)}, with
partial order and edges / edge colors induced by Λ, cf. §3 of [D5]. Given that Z(n) is Bn-structured
and has a unique maximal element, it follows from Theorem 3.8 of [D5] that Π(Z(n)) = Π(ωn).
But since poset wt : Z(n) −→ Π(Z(n)) is an edge- and edge-color-preserving bijection, it follows
that Z(n) ∼= Π(ωn) as edge-colored directed graphs.
Third and last, we observe that χBnωn =
∑
µ∈Π(ωn)
dωn,µz
µ for certain positive integers dωn,µ, where
dωn,ωn = 1, cf. Lemma 2.8 and Corollary 2.12 of [D5]. Since χ
Bn
ωn is W (Bn)-invariant, then dωn,σ(ωn)
for any σ ∈W (Bn). Now, because ωn is minuscule, then Π(ωn) = W (Bn)ωn, and therefore dωn,µ = 1
for all µ ∈ Π(ωn). It follows that χ
Bn
ωn =
∑
µ∈Π(ωn)
z
µ =
∑
x∈Z(n)
z
poset wt(x) = WGF(Z(n); z).
4 Domino Puzzles and the symplectic fundamental lattices
To set the stage for our Domino Puzzles, we recount a (version of a) combinatorial model for the
fundamental Cn-Weyl bialternants obtained by R. C. King. Fix integers n and k with 1 ≤ k ≤ n,
and let KtabC (k, 2n − k) be the set of King symplectic columnar tableaux defined as follows:
Ktab
C
(k, 2n − k) :=

T =
T1
T2
...
Tk
T1, T2, . . . , Tk are integers satisfying
1 ≤ T1 < T2 < · · · < Tk ≤ 2n and
Ti ≤ 2(n − k + i) for i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , k}

.
We view each King symplectic columnar tableau T as an integer k-tuple (T1, T2, . . . , Tk) with weight
wtC(T ) = (Ki(T )ω
Cn
i )
n
i=1, where Ki(T ) =
{
#2i−1(T )−#2i(T )−#2i+1(T ) +#2i+2(T ) when 1 ≤ i < n
#2i−1(T )−#2i(T ) when i = n
and #j(T ) := the number of occurrences of the entry j within the k-tuple T , for 1 ≤ j ≤ 2n.
The pair (Ktab
C
(k, 2n − k),wtC) defined above is a straightforward interpretation of related objects
obtained by King, see [KE]. So we attribute the following theorem to King, although this result is
rederived in Corollary 4.5 of Theorem 4.4 below. King’s approach utilizes a branching argument,
whereas the proof of Theorem 4.4 and Corollary 4.5 is bijective in nature.
Theorem 4.1 (King). The set Ktab
C
(k, 2n− k) of King symplectic columnar tableaux together with
the weight-assigning function wtC is a splitting set for the k
th fundamental Cn-Weyl bialternant χ
Cn
ωk
.
We note that the columnar tableaux of Ktab(k, 2n − k) can be nicely translated as integer
partitions that are “ballot-like” in a sense we will make precise in a moment. Given T ∈ Ktab
C
(k, 2n−
k), let τ = τ(T ) be the k-tuple (τ1, · · · , τk) with τi := Tk+1−i−(k+1−i). Denote by K
part
C (k, 2n−k)
the set of k-tuples τ thusly obtained. Observe that if a k-tuple of integers τ = (τ1, . . . , τk) is in
Kpart(k, 2n − k) then τ is a partition with at most k parts and with largest part 2n − k. More
precisely:
KpartC (k, 2n − k) =
τ = (τ1, τ2, . . . , τk)
τ1, τ2, . . . , τk are integers satisfying
2n− k ≥ τ1 ≥ · · · ≥ τk ≥ 0 and
τi ≤ 2n − k − i+ 1 for i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , k}
 .
We denote the foregoing bijection Ktab
C
(k, 2n− k) −˜→KpartC (k, 2n− k) by K
t→p with inverse K p→t.
We can visualize the partitions of KpartC (k, 2n − k) in the following way. Imagine that the
partition diagram (aka Ferrers diagram) of a given partition τ ∈ KpartC (k, 2n− k) is situated within
a k × (2n − k) rectangular grid comprised of squares with unit side length. View this rectangular
grid as a region of the xy-plane with corners at the points (0, 0), (2n− k, 0), (0, k), and (2n− k, k).
We want to identify the order diagram of τ with a lattice path; to do so, the following language
will be helpful. An NE-path from (x1, y1) to (x2, y2) in the plane is a continuous path starting at
(x1, y1), ending at (x2, y2), and consisting of a finite number of unit steps in the north and east
directions only. Let r, s, and t be nonnegative integers. Say an NE-path from (0, 0) to (r, s) is an
(r, s)-NE-path, and call such a path t-admissible if it does not intersect the line y = x − t. Using
elementary enumerative techniques, including an application of Andre´’s reflection method, one can
see that the number of t-admissible (r, s)-NE paths is
(
r+s
s
)
−
(
r+s
r−t
)
, with the usual understanding
that
(
p
q
)
= 0 unless 0 ≤ q ≤ p. Notice now that the rightmost boundary of the order diagram of τ ,
when situated within the xy-plane as described earlier, can be viewed as a (2n− 2k+2)-admissible
(2n−k, k)-NE-path, of which there are
(2n
k
)
−
( 2n
2n−k−(2n−2k+2)
)
=
(2n
k
)
−
( 2n
k−2
)
. This latter quantity
can be viewed as a count of ballot sequences wherein a candidate Elliott receives 2n − k of 2n
votes cast in a sequence, candidate Nova receives k of these votes, and Elliott is never more than
2n − 2k + 1 votes ahead of Nova as the ballots are cast. For these reasons, we say elements of
KpartC (k, 2n − k) are k × (2n − k) ballot partitions. We therefore obtain the following corollary of
Theorem 4.1:
Corollary 4.2. The set KpartC (k, 2n − k) of ballot partitions together with the weight-assigning
function wtC ◦K
p→t is a splitting set for the kth fundamental Cn-Weyl bialternant χ
Cn
ωk
.
Recently, the first, second, and fourth listed authors of this paper found new weighted sets of
tableaux and partitions which are companions to Ktab
C
(k, 2n− k) and KpartC (k, 2n− k) and discerned
that these weighted sets also serve as splitting sets for the kth fundamental Cn-Weyl bialternant
χCnωk . We present these new sets of objects now; shortly we will view the partitions as the objects
of a certain puzzle digraph which yields a splitting distributive lattice for χCnωk . Our seminarii
7
7These objects were discovered during live discussion in a 2016 combinatorics seminar at Murray State University.
The Latin root word for ‘seminar’ is seminarium, and seminarii is the genitive singular form of the latter.
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symplectic columnar tableaux are defined as follows:
Stab
C
(k, 2n − k) :=

T =
T1
T2
...
Tk
T1, T2, . . . , Tk are integers satisfying
1 ≤ T1 < T2 < · · · < Tk ≤ 2n and
Ti ≥ 2i− 1 for i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , k}

.
We view each seminarii symplectic columnar tableau T as an integer k-tuple (T1, T2, . . . , Tk) with
weight wtC(T ) defined as above for King symplectic columns.
We convert columns to partitions as before: Given T ∈ Stab
C
(k, 2n − k), let τ = τ(T ) be the
k-tuple (τ1, · · · , τk) with τi := Tk+1−i− (k+1− i). Denote by S
part
C (k, 2n− k) the set of k-tuples τ
thusly obtained. Observe that if a k-tuple of integers τ = (τ1, . . . , τk) is in S
part(k, 2n − k) then τ
is a partition with at most k parts and with largest part 2n − k. More precisely:
SpartC (k, 2n − k) =
τ = (τ1, τ2, . . . , τk)
τ1, τ2, . . . , τk are integers satisfying
2n− k ≥ τ1 ≥ · · · ≥ τk ≥ 0 and
τi ≥ k − i for i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , k}
 .
These partitions can be visualized as “staircase-like” in a way that is similar to our interpretation of
the partitions in KpartC (k, 2n− k) as ballot-like. In particular, for any partition τ in S
part
C (k, 2n− k),
we have k− 1 ≤ τ1, k− 2 ≤ τ2, . . ., and 1 ≤ τk−1. Thus when we view the partition diagram of any
such partition within a k× (2n− k) grid of boxes, the northwest region of the grid will contain the
partition diagram for the k-tuple (k − 1, k − 2, . . . , 1, 0). So, this (k − 1, k − 2, . . . , 1, 0) part of any
τ ∈ SpartC (k, 2n−k) is essentially inert. If it is excised from our k×(2n−k) grid, then the remainder
of the partition diagram for τ sits within a grid of boxes that is staircase-shaped on its leftmost
boundary. For this reason, we say the k-tuples in SpartC (k, 2n − k) are staircase partitions. As with
the correspondence between King symplectic columnar tableaux and ballot partitions, the above
process that converts seminarii symplectic columnar tableaux to staircase partitions is bijective.
We use S t→p : Stab
C
(k, 2n − k) −˜→SpartC (k, 2n − k) to denote this bijection and S
p→t its inverse.
Our main objective for the remainder of this section is to prove that (SpartC (k, 2n−k),wtC◦S
p→t)
is a splitting set for χCnωk . We will do so in Theorem 4.4 and Corollary 4.5 by realizing S
part
C (k, 2n−k)
as the objects of a puzzle whose digraph, denoted Dstair
C
(k, 2n − k), is isomorphic to a diamond-
colored distributive lattice wherein the combinatorial weight function poset wt coincides with the
weight function wtC ◦S
p→t. This diamond-colored distributive lattice is called a “KN” symplectic
fundamental lattice LKNC (k, 2n−k) and is a splitting distributive lattice for χ
Cn
ωk
(cf. [D1]); in fact, it
is a supporting graph for the kth fundamental representation of the rank n symplectic Lie algebra
(cf. [D2]).
Our discovery of the puzzle DstairC (k, 2n− k) was motivated by an observation made by Proctor
more than two decades earlier [P4]. By studying cases with small values for n and k, Proctor
surmised that certain puzzle-like moves could be used to describe relations (directed edges) amongst
weighted k× (2n− k) ballot partitions that are induced by the associated weight diagram Π(ωCnk ).
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This is most clearly illustrated when n = 3 and k = 3, as pictured in Figure 3. In this case, there
is only one possible splitting poset, 8 so the weight-diagram-induced relations amongst these ballot
partitions are exhaustively prescriptive. But, this special case provides just enough information to
allow one to infer what the analogous relations ought to be for general n and k. These relations
amongst ballot partitions can be understood as moves for a puzzle we will call the Domino Puzzle
on Ballot Partitions. The resulting puzzle digraphs lead to the discovery of the “De Concini”
family of symplectic fundamental lattices, cf. [D1], [D2]. For fixed n and k, the puzzle digraph
is to be denoted Dballot
C
(k, 2n − k), and we will show in Theorem 4.4 that it is isomorphic to the
De Concini symplectic fundamental lattice LDeC
C
(k, 2n− k). We will conclude in Corollary 4.5 that
(KpartC (k, 2n− k),wtC ◦K
p→t) and (Ktab
C
(k, 2n− k),wtC) are splitting sets for χ
Cn
ωk
, and therefore we
will obtain another proof of Corollary 4.2/Theorem 4.1.
Fix integers n and k with 1 ≤ k ≤ n. We now describe the Domino Puzzle on Ballot Partitions
whose puzzle digraph will be denoted Dballot
C
(k, 2n− k). The setting for this puzzle is a rectangular
k × (2n − k) grid of squares from whose southeastern corner has been removed a right isosceles
staircase of squares with base and height each having k− 1 squares. We call this our puzzle board.
Within this puzzle board, a domino tile is either a vertical pair of adjacent squares or a horizontal
pair of adjacent squares, and the singleton tile is the northeastern-most square of the puzzle board.
The partition diagram for any k × (2n − k) ballot partition can be viewed as residing within the
confines of this puzzle board, with the northwestern box of the partition diagram placed in the
northwestern square of the puzzle board. So, the ballot partitions of KpartC (k, 2n − k) will be our
objects. The goal of the puzzle is to maneuver from a given k × (2n − k) ballot partition s to
another such partition t using the least number of legal domino moves, which are: A domino tile or
the singleton tile may be added or removed from the partition diagram for any k× (2n− k) ballot
partition as long as the result is the partition diagram for another k × (2n − k) ballot partition.
In order to apply Theorem 2.2 to solve this puzzle, we need to realize our legal moves as directed
edges. To this end, we superimpose a checkerboard-style coloring of the tiles of our puzzle board:
the northeastern-most square is declared to be red, and non-red squares are declared to be white.
Next, given any two k × (2n − k) ballot partitions s and t, form a directed edge s → t if t can be
obtained from s by any one of the following legal domino moves:
(R) Remove , , or from s.
(A) Add , or to s.
Of course, move (R) can also be viewed as adding tiles to t and move (A) as removing tiles from
t. We need some further set-up in order to prescribe colors for these edges. We locate the squares
of our puzzle board using a pair of (row,column) coordinates, as with matrices. For 1 ≤ i < n, we
label two certain diagonals of the puzzle board as the the ith removing-diagonal and the ith adding-
diagonal, respectively. When 2i ≤ k, the ith removing-diagonal consists of as many of the squares
in the following northwest-to-southeast pattern that are part of our puzzle board: (k − 2i + 2, 1),
8All of the weight spaces of the symplectic Lie algebra representation with highest weight ωC33 are one-dimensional,
and therefore the associated Weyl bialternant has only one splitting poset.
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Figure 3: Dballot
C
(3, 3)
(k−2i+3, 2), . . ., and down to (k, 2i−1); the ith adding-diagonal consists of as many of the squares
in the following northwest-to-southeast pattern that are part of our puzzle board: (k − 2i + 1, 1),
(k− 2i+2, 2), . . ., and down to (k, 2i). Similarly, when k < 2i ≤ 2n− k, the ith removing-diagonal
consists of as many of these squares as possible: (1, 2i − k), (2, 2i − k + 1), . . ., (k, 2i − 1); the ith
adding-diagonal consists of as many of these squares as possible: (1, 2i− k+1), (2, 2i− k+2), . . .,
(k, 2i). And when k < 2i ≤ 2n− k, the ith removing-diagonal consists of as many of these squares
as possible: (1, 2i− k), (2, 2i− k+1), . . ., (k, 2i− 1); the ith adding-diagonal consists of as many of
these squares as possible: (1, 2i− k+1), (2, 2i− k+ 2), . . ., (k, 2i). The nth diagonal of our puzzle
board consists of the square at (1, 2n− k), and we regard this as a removing-diagonal. While these
diagonals are somewhat tedious to describe, they are very easy to depict; see Figures 4 and 5. We
give the directed edge s → t color i and write s
i
→ t if a type (R) (respectively, type (A)) move is
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performed on s to obtain t and the associated red (resp., white) tile is on the ith removing-diagonal
(resp., adding-diagonal). In summary, Dballot
C
(k, 2n − k) is the edge-colored directed graph whose
objects are the k × (2n− k) ballot partitions with colored and directed edges described above.
Before we relate this puzzle digraph to a fundamental type C Weyl bialternant, we present the
Domino Puzzle on Staircase Partitions. Moves in this companion puzzle are the same as above but
its objects are the k× (2n−k) staircase partitions. That is, the puzzle digraph Dstair
C
(k, 2n−k) has
partitions from SpartC (k, 2n − k) as its objects with directed and colored edges as described in the
previous paragraph. Since the partition diagram for the k-tuple (k− 1, k− 2, . . . , 1, 0) is contained
within the partition diagram for any k × (2n − k) staircase partition, we can regard the puzzle
board for this domino puzzle to be the 180◦-rotated puzzle board for the Domino Game on Ballot
Partitions. See Figure 4 below.
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(a) Puzzle Board for DballotC (5, 7)
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(b) Puzzle Board for DstairC (5, 7)
Figure 4: Puzzle Boards for Dballot
C
(5, 7) and Dstair
C
(5, 7)
The above pictures suggest that we might relax the staircase and ballot requirements of our
domino games and consider the Domino Game on k×(2n−k) Partitions with puzzle board consisting
of all boxes of our k× (2n−k) grid. The moves of the game are the same as in DballotC (k, 2n−k) and
DstairC (k, 2n− k), but colored somewhat differently. Edge colors are still determined as before using
certain numerical labels assigned to the adding- and removing-diagonals. But, while removing-
diagonals are numbered in the same way as above, adding-diagonals are numbered as follows: For
1 ≤ i < n, what was formerly the ith adding-diagonal is now the (2n+1− i)th adding-diagonal. The
resulting puzzle digraph DA(k, 2n−k) has the same relationship to the k
th fundamental A2n−1-Weyl
bialternant χ
A2n−1
ωk as each of D
ballot
C (k, 2n − k) and D
stair
C (k, 2n − k) to χ
Cn
ωk
, although we will not
fully pursue the former connection here. See Figure 5 for the board for DA(5, 7).
The objects of DA(k, 2n− k) are all of the k× (2n− k) partitions, but of course the the Domino
Puzzle relations between these partitions are somewhat complicated. To help effect our proof
of Theorem 4.4, we re-introduce here a natural, simpler, and well-known partial ordering of the
k × (2n− k) partitions (see e.g., [P1]). Let LA(k, 2n− k) denote the set of k × (2n− k) partitions,
partially ordered by component-wise comparison, i.e. we have s ≤ t for k × (2n − k) partitions
s = (s1, . . . , sk) and t = (t1, . . . , tk) if and only si ≤ ti for each i ∈ {1, . . . , k}. Evidently s is
covered by t (i.e. s → t) if and only if there is some q ∈ {1, . . . , k} such that sq + 1 = tq while
sp = tp for all other indices p 6= q. For reasons the following proposition makes apparent, we give
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Figure 5: Puzzle board for DA(5, 7).
this edge the color i := q − tq + 2n− k. With respect to this edge-coloring, it is easy to check that
LA(k, 2n − k) is a diamond-colored distributive lattice.
Proposition 4.3. For integers k and n with 1 ≤ k ≤ n, the puzzle digraph DA(k, 2n − k) and the
diamond-colored distributive lattice LA(k, 2n − k) are isomorphic as edge-colored directed graphs.
Proof. We create a correspondence between DA(k, 2n − k) and LA(k, 2n − k) via the following
steps. Begin with t = (t1, . . . , tk) ∈ DA(k, 2n − k). Form a k × 1 increasing columnar tableau
T := (T1, T2, . . . , Tk) with Tj := j + tk+1−j when j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , k}. From T , form a binary
sequence t = (t1, t2, . . . , t2n) where ti = 1 if i ∈ T and ti = 0 otherwise. We visualize t using
a “tally diagram” as shown in Figure 6a, with a unital symbol “1” placed in box i if ti = 1.
Renumber the boxes of the tally diagram as shown in Figure 6b, but leave the unital symbols
in place. Let t′ := (t′1, t
′
2, . . . , t
′
2n) be the binary sequence obtained from this new reading order
on the boxes of the tally diagram for t. That is, t′i = tτ(i) where τ(i) = 2i − 1 for 1 ≤ i ≤ n
and τ(i) = 4n + 2 − 2i if n + 1 ≤ i ≤ 2n. From t′, obtain a k × 1 increasing columnar tableau
T ′ = (T ′1, T
′
2, . . . , T
′
k) with T
′
j = i if t
′
i = 1 and
∑i
m=1 t
′
m = j. From T
′, form a k× (2n−k) partition
t
′ := (2n− k + 1− T ′1, 2n− k + 2− T
′
2, . . . , 2n − k + k − T
′
k).
1 3 5 · · · 2n–1
2 4 6 · · · 2n
· · ·
· · ·
(a) The tally diagram for DA(k, 2n − k) in which k
dots are to be added.
1 2 3 · · · n
2n
2n
–1
2n
–2 · · ·
n
+
1
· · ·
· · ·
(b) The renumbered tally diagram for LA(k, 2n−k).
The k 1s remain in their original boxes.
Figure 6: Tally diagrams for DA(k, 2n − k) and LA(k, 2n − k).
L L : DA(k, 2n − k)→ LA(k, 2n − k) denote the resulting map. It is clear from the description
of L that it is a bijection on the set of partitions (the key step being a permutation on the symbols
{1, 2, . . . , 2n}). A straightforward analysis of cases, whose details are entirely routine and left
to the reader, suffices to show that L preserves edges and edge colors. (For an example of the
isomorphism, see Figure 7.)
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Figure 7: s = (4, 3) ∈ DA(2, 4) −→ L (s) = t = (1, 1) ∈ LA(2, 4).
To relate the type A2n−1 object LA := LA(k, 2n− k) to our type Cn setting, we recolor its edges
via a function σ : {1, 2, . . . , 2n − 1} −→ {1, 2, . . . , n} wherein σ(i) = 2n − i when n < i ≤ 2n − 1
and σ(i) = i otherwise. Now let L˜C(k, 2n − k) := LA(k, 2n − k)
σ (write L˜C for short) denote the
diamond-colored distributive lattice whose vertices are the k× (2n− k) partitions, whose edges are
Edges(L˜C) := Edges(LA), and whose edges are recolored by σ so that edge colorL˜C = σ◦edge colorLA .
The symplectic fundamental lattices of [D1] and [D2] are realized as distinguished sublattices
of L˜C(k, 2n − k) as follows. Let τ be a k × (2n − k) partition, with τ
′ its conjugate. We say τ
is KN-admissible if τi − τ
′
i ≤ 2n − 2k for 1 ≤ i ≤ d, where d
2 is the size of the Durfee square of
τ . Let τ˜ denote the “middle” of τ , formed by removing the first n − k and last n − k columns
of the partition diagram of τ . That is, τ˜ is the k × k partition whose conjugate τ˜ ′ is the k-tuple
(τ ′n−k+1, . . . , τ
′
n). We say τ is De Concini-admissible if τ˜
′ is a k × k KN-admissible partition. The
subset of L˜C(k, 2n−k) consisting of k×(2n−k) KN-admissible partitions is a full-length distributive
sublattice in the induced order which we denote by LKNC (k, 2n − k). In particular, each covering
relation in LKNC (k, 2n−k) is also an edge in L˜C(k, 2n−k), and thus inherits the edge color. Similarly,
LDeC
C
(k, 2n−k) is the diamond-colored distributive lattice obtained as the induced-order full-length
distributive sublattice of L˜C(k, 2n−k) consisting of the k×(2n−k) De Concini-admissible partitions.
Within the context of L˜C(k, 2n− k), Proposition 4.3 yields a strategy for proving Theorem 4.4:
It suffices to prove that the isomorphism L from the proof of that prior proposition restricts to
isomorphisms Dballot
C
(k, 2n − k) −→ LDeC
C
(k, 2n − k) and Dstair
C
(k, 2n − k) −→ LKN
C
(k, 2n − k).
Theorem 4.4. For integers k and n with 1 ≤ k ≤ n and n ≥ 2, the puzzle diagraph DballotC (k, 2n−k)
and the diamond-colored distributive lattice LDeCC (k, 2n− k) are isomorphic as edge-colored directed
graphs, and similarly DstairC (k, 2n − k)
∼= LKNC (k, 2n − k). Therefore, each of D
ballot
C (k, 2n − k) and
DstairC (k, 2n − k) is a splitting distributive lattice for the k
th fundamental Cn-Weyl bialternant χ
Cn
ωk
.
Proof. Let t ∈ DstairC (k, 2n − k) = S
part
C (k, 2n − k), with associated tableau T and tally diagram
t. Let t′ = L (t) be the corresponding partition in L˜C(k, 2n − k) via the isomorphism L from
the proof of Proposition 4.3; let T ′ and t′ be the tableau and tally diagram associated to t′. In
[D1], KN-admissibility is characterized in terms of tally diagrams as follows: t′ ∈ L˜C(k, 2n − k) is
KN-admissible if and only if
∑p
i=1(t
′
i+t
′
2n+1−i) ≤ p for each p ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n}. But this is equivalent
to
∑p
i=1(t2i−1 + t2i) ≤ p for each p ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n}.
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Let 1 ≤ j ≤ k. We will show that Tj ≥ 2j − 1, from which it immediately follows that
T ∈ Stab
C
(k, 2n − k) and t ∈ SpartC (k, 2n − k). First suppose Tj = 2p. Then
∑p
i=1(t2i−1 + t2i) = j,
and since
∑p
i=1(t2i−1 + t2i) ≤ p, we get j ≤ p. Therefore Tj = 2p ≥ 2j > 2j − 1. Second, suppose
Tj = 2p − 1. Then j =
∑p−1
i=1 (t2i−1 + t2i) + 1 ≤ p − 1 + 1 = p. so, Tj = 2p − 1 ≥ 2j − 1. This
completes our case analysis argument that T ∈ StabC (k, 2n− k) and hence t ∈ S
part
C (k, 2n− k). This
argument easily reverses, so we get t ∈ DstairC (k, 2n − k) if and only if t
′ = L (t) ∈ LC(k, 2n − k).
Since LKNC (k, 2n− k) is a full-length sublattice of L˜C(k, 2n− k) (see [D1] and [D4]), then edges and
edge colors in LKN
C
(k, 2n − k) are inherited from L˜C(k, 2n − k). Since L preserves edges and edge
colors in passing from DA(k, 2n−k) to LA(k, 2n−k), we conclude that L |Dstair
C
: Dstair
C
(k, 2n−k) −→
LKN
C
(k, 2n − k) is an isomorphism of edge-colored directed graphs.
The argument that L |Dballot
C
: DballotC (k, 2n− k) −→ L
KN
C (k, 2n− k) is an isomorphism is entirely
similar. The key step is to observe that DeCocini-admissibility of the tally diagram t′ means∑p
i=1(t
′
n+1−i + t
′
n+i) ≤ p for each p ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n} and that this is equivalent to the following
condition on the tally diagram t:
∑p
i=1(t2n+1−2i + t2n+2−2i) ≤ p for each p ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n}. That
LKNC (k, 2n − k) and L
DeC
C (k, 2n − k) are splitting posets for χ
Cn
ωk
follows from [D2] together with
Proposition 4.18 of [D5].
Corollary 4.5. Each of (KtabC (k, 2n−k),wtC), (K
part
C (k, 2n−k),wtC ◦K
p→t), (StabC (k, 2n−k),wtC),
and (SpartC (k, 2n − k),wtC ◦S
p→t) is a splitting set for χCnωk .
Proof. Since (LKN
C
(k, 2n − k), poset wt) and (LDeC
C
(k, 2n − k), poset wt) are splitting sets for χCnωk ,
then the result follows if we can show that (wtC ◦ K
p→t)(t) = poset wt(L (t)) = poset wt(t′) for
any k× (2n− k) partition t. This latter fact is most easily seen if we work with the corresponding
tally diagrams t and t′, respectively. Now,
poset wt(t′) =
n−1∑
i=1
(t′i − t
′
i+1 − t
′
2n+1−i + t
′
2n−i)ωi + (t
′
n − t
′
n+1)ωn.
This latter quantity is just
n−1∑
i=1
(t2i−1 − t2i+1 − t2i + t2i+2)ωi + (t2n−1 − t2n)ωn,
which is exactly wtC(T ) as defined for the corresponding tableau T at the beginning of Section 4.
Corollary 4.6. The Domino Puzzle on k × (2n − k) partitions is solved via the isomorphism
L : DA(k, 2n−k) −→ LA(k, 2n−k). The related Domino Puzzles on Ballot and Staircase Partitions
are solved via the isomorphisms L |Dballot
C
: Dballot
C
(k, 2n − k) −→ LDeC
C
(k, 2n − k) and L |Dstair
C
:
Dstair
C
(k, 2n − k) −→ LKN
C
(k, 2n − k), respectively.
Proof. Since LA(k, 2n−k), L
DeC
C (k, 2n−k), and L
KN
C (k, 2n−k) are all diamond-colored distributive
lattices, the result follows from the Proposition 4.3, Theorem 4.4, and Theorem 2.2.
We close this section with one comment on the Domino Puzzle. Observe that the isomorphismL
from Proposition 4.3, not only solves the puzzle in general terms but also spells out the moves that
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a player can make at every step, assuming that player has the patience to apply L at each stage.
This is because in LA(k, 2n− k), domino moves correspond to the addition or removal of singleton
tiles. Thus, a player can, after applying L to both of the given partitions from DA(k, 2n − k),
easily see the moves that need to be done in LA(k, 2n− k), and then copy those moves to obtain a
“winning” sequence of moves in DA(k, 2n − k). See Figure 8 for an example.
s t
DC :
LC :
1st move 2nd move 3rd move
Figure 8: A use of the isomorphism L from Proposition 4.3 in an instance of the Domino Puzzle.
Here s = (4, 3) ∈ DA(k, 2n − k) and t = (1, 1) ∈ DA(k, 2n − k).
5 A recreational move-minimizing puzzle
We close with a challenge, which is to solve a move-minimizing puzzle we call “Snakes on a
Ming’antu Square” developed by the first and third listed authors. (We give an ample hint to-
wards the end of this section.) Here are some of the basics of our set-up. Let n be a positive
integer, and fix once and for all an n × n board of squares. The squares of the board are coordi-
natized by integer pairs (i, j) in the way we normally index the entries of square matrices; that is,
square (i, j) is in row i and column j of our board, where i, j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n}, and the main diagonal
consists of the pairs (i, i). Movement “left” or “west” is in the direction of decreasing j along a
given row i, movement “down” or “south” is in the direction of increasing i within a given column
j, etc. Puzzle play will require us sometimes to cover and sometimes to uncover a given square
with a “tile.”
The objects of our puzzle are what we call “Ming’antu tilings” of our board and comprise a set
M(n). A Ming’antu tiling is a placement of tiles on our n× n game board satisfying the following
rules: (1) If a square (i, j) is covered by a tile, then so are all squares above or to the left of (i, j);
and (2) If a main diagonal square (i, i) is covered with a tile, then the number of tiled squares
below (i, i) in column i does not exceed the number of tiled squares to the right of (i, i) in row i.
The puzzle allows a player to add or remove a set of tiles from a given Ming’antu tiling if the
underlying squares form a certain kind of snake-like pattern. Specifically, a centered southwesterly
snake is a sequence of m squares chosen from our board (wherem is some positive integer) such that
(1) the sequence begins at some fixed square and from any square in the sequence the succeeding
square is either one step to its South or to its West and (2) the ⌊m+12 ⌋
st square in the sequence
is on the main diagonal of the game board. Given a Ming’antu tiling x, a centered southwesterly
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snake move is either the addition of tiles to some centered southwesterly snake whose squares are
not tiled by x or else the removal of tiles from x along some centered southwesterly snake whose
squares are amongst those tiled by x; the move is legal only if the result is another Ming’antu tiling.
Snakes on a Ming’antu Square is the move-minimizing puzzle in which the player is given two
Ming’antu tilings of a square board and must move from one tiling to the other by (legal) centered
southwesterly snake moves. Our challenge to the reader is to solve the associated move-minimizing
puzzle. Here’s a specific instance of the puzzle that might serve as a helpful warm-up: What is
the minimum number of (legal) centered southwesterly snake moves required to move from s to t,
where these Ming’antu tilings are identified as in Figure 9?9
s t
Figure 9: A challenge for snakes on a Ming’antu square.
Here is the promised hint. We will codify the legal moves of the game using colored and directed
edges as follows: Write s
i
→ t for Ming’antu tilings s and t inM(n) if t is formed from s by adding a
snake of length i (when i is even) or removing a snake of length i (when i is odd). From here on, the
notation M(n) will denote this Snakes on a Ming’antu Square puzzle digraph. We will construct a
diamond-colored distributive lattice C(n) that is isomorphic to M(n) as an edge-colored directed
graph. Let
C(n) :=
{
integer sequences
s = (s1, s2, . . . , sn)
s1 ≥ s2 ≥ · · · ≥ sn
and 0 ≤ si ≤ n+ 1− i for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n
}
,
and partially order these n-tuples by component-wise comparison. In this partial order, we have a
covering relation s → t if and only if there is some q ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n} such that sq+1 = tq but sp = tp
when p 6= q; in this case we give the directed edge s → t color i and write s
i
→ t if i = n + q − tq.
Note that each element of C(n) can be thought of as a partition whose associated partition diagram
(aka Ferrers diagram) fits inside an inverted n×n staircase; see Figure 10. The objects in C(n) are
in evident one-to-one correspondence with the “Dyck lattice paths” that move from the origin at
(0, 0) to the point (n+1, n+1) in the xy-plane taking unit steps in the North and East directions
only without landing strictly below the line y = x. The collection of such lattice paths is well-known
to be enumerated by the (n + 1)st Catalan number 1n+2
(2(n+1)
n+1
)
, cf. [Sta2]. The reader’s challenge
now is to produce an isomorphism M : C(n) −→M(n) of edge-colored directed graphs. Assuming
the existence of such a function, we record without proof the following straightforward analog of
Propositions 2.4 and 2.5.
Proposition 5.1. Assume there is an isomorphism M from the diamond-colored distributive lattice
C(n) to the Snakes on a Ming’antu Square puzzle diagraph M(n). Then, each diamond-colored
9The reader may contact one of the authors for an answer to this question.
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34 2
5 2 4 1
2 5 3 1 4
3 3
1 3 5
C(3)
5 1
1 5
Figure 10: A depiction of C(3) with its coordinates depicted as partitions.
distributive lattice C(n) and M(n) has 1n+2
(2(n+1)
n+1
)
elements (the (n + 1)st Catalan number) and
length
(
n+1
2
)
. Now let s and t be objects in M(n) to be thought of as starting and terminating
objects for playing Snakes on a Ming’antu Square. Let s′ := M−1(s) and t′ := M−1(t). Let ρ
C
be
the rank function for C(n). Then:
1. We have ρ
C
(s′) =
∑
i=1,...,n
s
′
i and ρC(t
′) =
∑
i=1,...,n
t
′
i. Also, s
′ ∨ t′ = (max(s′i, t
′
i))i=1,...,n and
s
′ ∧ t′ = (min(s′i, t
′
i))i=1,...,n. That is, the join and meet of s
′ and t′ are just the component-
wise max and component-wise min, respectively.
2. We have dist(s, t) = 2ρ
C
(M−1(s) ∨M−1(t))− ρ
C
(M−1(s))− ρ
C
(M−1(t))
= ρ
C
(M−1(s)) + ρ
C
(M−1(t))− 2ρ
C
(M−1(s) ∧M−1(t)) ≤
(
n+ 1
2
)
.
In particular, the above calculation of dist(s, t) resolves questions (1) and (2) for Snakes on
a Ming’antu Square.
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